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As in Paris (and this city is a miniature of it), so do
all the inhabitants delight to sit outside the numerous
caf<£s, the principal ones having an inside bar, restaurant,
and music. And as for the Varsovian food, if I stayed
here long I should have to go to the Carpathian mountain
resort of Zakopane for a slimming cure, so excellent does
it seem. Fukier's in the Old Square and "Under the
Golden Duck," off the Square Pilsudski, make me dredge
in the dictionary for worthy adjectives.
Fish especially is perfectly served, and do not worry
about drinking a lot of vodka as long as you eat with
it. The secret is to take plenty of oily fish in the numerous
hors-d'oeuvres which preface every meal. There are over
two hundred sorts of vodka, varying from the one (white
in colour) which we know best, made from rye, to the
dark brown Slivovica, which is quite mellow and dis-
tilled from plum-stones.
It is now the holiday season, when families are all away
in the mountains and the country resorts, so there is no
chance of seeing any of the big balls which grace the
Warsaw winter season. These begin about November,
when there is also a grand opera season and an excellent
ballet.
There is no Four Hundred or Florida for the Polish
debutantes to attend with their escorts after a ball: the
escorts go to such clubs alone, having deposited their
partners safely at home, as did our grandfathers in the
days of the Lotus and Gardenia in London. The local
night-clubs, though they are quiet at the moment, are
very bright in the winter time: Adria, Caf6 Club, and
F,F. have each a big room with a cabaret, and leading off
the main room are several bar-dancing rooms, each with
its separate band and dancing partners.

